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AWAKEN
THE DIVINE
FEMININE
Your WombBook
Welcome generous soul.
Thank-you for answering the call, Wild One. Wise One. Maiden.
Mother. Sister
In order to carry this forward, it is my hope that you will develop
your own practice of alignment with your feminine intrinsic nature.
This is designed with you in mind, the wild, wise and divine
feminine soul that is awaiting reclamation. It is my desire that you
find this journey and the supporting material soulful, awakening
and nourishing, albeit a bite of apple awaits your further
exploration, and in doing so to awaken to your true nature.
Almost like a coming home and to inspire you to journey deep into
the soil of the great mother, her teachings, her whispers and her
tears. Full of tools and contemplative questions, your womb book I
hope will inspire you to listen to your intuition and act on it,
to gather the courage to be seen and heard and to trust in your
power and wisdom. To reframe this work, this is anchored in the
world of spiritual feminine, rather than political feminism. I call it the
feminism of the soul.
Sacred feminine aims to answer the question, what is true
feminine power.
So, let’s begin with the full immersion outline of your sacred
feminine journey, together, side by side, joined in heart.
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Module 6
The Growth &
Magik is within you
Ceremony & Ritual for self care

Creating an Altar Space
Is an moving meditation in itself. Enjoy fossiking and creating
your space. Here are my tips.
Choose Your Altar Space
A space where you can interact easily with your area. And this
also gives a visual anchor and creates a container of energy.
Just like practicing your yoga or meditation. It needs space so
that you can honour it, and they energy is sacred
Cleanse and Consecrate
Invoke and clear, wipe clean and gather all of your items. I
invoke a simple offering “may this altar be a place where
positive energy gathers freely to meet with the goddess, great
mother, ancestors, past present and future" . You can adjust to
fit your preferences. I also use salt
Represent the 4 Elements
Earth:
Earth: Small bowl of salt represents the Earth, I also use stone
or rock (I have a piece from an ancient ruin in Guatemala)
Air: A feather to represent the element air, Incense is also
powerful
Fire:
Fire: A candle (or multiple candles) to represent fire, I also
use chili.
Water:
Water: Sea water or filter water. I use a chalice with moon water
or solar water. I also use a large sea shell (abalone) to house
my charcoal, or to rest my shaman stick
Ancestors or Gods, Diety (eg Pavarti, Great mother) (Ether is
completely options of course. I place deity representative of
what I want to draw in, and crystals, and symbolism that
represents the call of spirit or guide to you.
Other items
This is a place that is sacred to you, so feel free to add items
that help put you in a spiritual mindset. Sea shells for me invoke
womb. Crystals and incense. Pictures which represent all
archetypes (Wise, Wild, Maiden, Mother) and I place these at
each station of the elemental cross, with each element.
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Ceremony Crafting at Home - A Moon Ceremony, that you
can craft for your self care at home
Usually, if we are cycling our practice around the rise and fall of
the moon, the turning of the new moon is a wonderful time to
connect in with your hopes, dreams and intentions.
Regardless, spend some time & reflection establishing your
why & your purpose for your ceremony. NOW is a perfect time
to establish, or reconnect with your intentions.
This simple practice is designed to honour yourself, & the
great mother in her illuminating power (in fullness) or in shadow
(dark/new moon).
My Moon tip. Generally/energetically speaking RELEASE is the
energy of the wane (depletion energy) to the DARK moon
During the New Moon we plant
During the Waxing (BUILDING ENERGY) we tend to, plan and
grow
As the FULL Moon is PEAK manifestation
Here is a practice to honour the Moon. Now that you have an
idea about how to set space for yourself, this "ritual" may
support you to craft your own ceremony.
Cleanse:
Cleansing your body and your space is particularly important.
Cleanse by swimming in fresh water, bathing or showering prior
to your ceremony. Salt scrubs, water or juice fasting also form
part of my personal practice.
Clearing:
Your space, your mind, body and soul with incense or
smudging. I only use ceremonial grade Palo Santo or White
Sage. Generate smoke. Clear your energy.
Setting your space & intentions:
intentions:
A simple space could look like bringing in flowers, your journal,
your cleansing choice, comfort pillows & candles (a must).
Crystals are beautiful, yet choose these around your calling.
Chant or music can be soothing as we want to call in our
guides/ancestors/spirit to raise vibration and essence! (You can
learn more about Plant Medicines, Deity Yoga, Nature cycles &
elements, the Moon energies, Yoni De-armouring as well as
Ceremony & Ritual in the Awaken the Divine Feminine Course)I
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Ceremony Crafting at Home - A Moon Ceremony, that you
can craft for your self care at home
Journal Prompts to support your intentions:
What are you wishing to call in?
What are you wanting to release that is holding you back from
reaching your potential?
What are you wishing to honour that is serving you, now?
Your Ceremony:
Now that you have set your space, cleansed and cleared your
body, take time to sit, feel, and be present, removing any
distractions you may have around you. Now, commence your
practice. You can change your wording to suit your lineage &
perspective etc.
>Say, I offer this cleansing prayer, (cleanse with your incense
or sage etc) as I cleanse this space to remove anything that is
blocking my flow. Blessed it be now and let love and light fill this
space
>If you choose, open the circle with calling in your elements,
and notations of the directions, call in your spirit/guides/deity: I
call in the support, wisdom and love of xxx and invoke you for
xxx Please hear my dreams and wishes (for new moon) or
release (full moon). I have full and new moon prayers on the
next page
>Sit with you activating your womb space, breathe with
intention for at least 3-5 minutes. Manifest dreams and wishes,
(or if on the full moon, release) sit with your space and channel
your heart.
>Say out loud when you RELEASE, or when you MANIFEST
And now journal your insights
> If you are releasing, I practice with FIRE and AIR & WATER
Fire to burn paper in a bowl, for each item that isn't serving me,
and AIR to represent change and taking my fears to the ether,
and water following the release to cleanse, clear and nourish
> If you are offering, (fruits, chocolate, wine, seeds, flowers) I
love, for extra connection to "spirit" & the elements and in
gratitude to them for "showing" up.
> Close your practice if you have called in elements and your
"guides" to support you, thank them, offer your "offerings' and
say "I thankyou thankyou thankyou (each
element/ancestors/archetype etc). This practice is now closed,
the circle is closed but never broken.
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Ritual for Full Moon Prayer
I have this prayer written in my diary, and on a piece of
paper, at my personal altar. This is my personal prayer. You
are welcome to witness me, however this is sacred and
encoded with my energy. Please do not share with others
unless the vibration is aligned
“On this full moon I request divine energetic assistance to
help me to sever all cords to anyone or anything that lowers my
vibration, intends harm, causes chaos, drains me or blocks my
flow of blessings. I ask for strength to walk away from whatever
is not meant for inner peace, harmony and healthy connections.
I ask to opportunities to open up so that mentally and
spiritually I can heal, grow and glow. I send gratitude for the
love and abundance coming your way spirit, guides and
grandmother moon”
Ritual for New Moon Intentions
I have this prayer written in my diary, and on a piece of
paper, at my personal altar. This is my personal prayer. You
are welcome to witness me, however this is sacred and
encoded with my energy. Please do not share with others
unless the vibration is aligned
“I am renewed with this new moon and I am replenished and I
am open to new beginnings and wisdom. I am refreshed and
immersed in rebirth and I open myself up to < insert>
(abundance, flow, prosperity ease and growth), great mother,
spirit and my guides, I bless and honour you for supporting me
and I call you in as I ask you to hear & support me to full
fill my heart felt intentions"

